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Disarming StrangersPrinceton Press, 1999

	In June 1994 the United States went to the brink of war with North Korea. With economic sanctions impending, President Bill Clinton approved the dispatch of substantial reinforcements to Korea, and plans were prepared for attacking the North's nuclear weapons complex. The turning point came in an extraordinary private diplomatic...
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Berkshire Encyclopedia of Human-Computer Interaction (2 Volume Set)Berkshire Publishing Group, 2004
In hardly more than half a century, computers have become integral parts of everyday life, at home, work, and play. Today, computers affect almost every aspect of modern life, in areas as diverse as car design, filmmaking, disability services, and sex education.Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a vital new field that examines the ways in which...
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High Voltage EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2006


	“High Voltage Engineering” has been written for the undergraduate students in Electrical

	Engineering of Indian and foreign Universities as well as the practising electrical

	engineers.





	The author developed interest in the field of High Voltage Engineering when he was a

	student at the Govt. Engineering...
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No Such Thing as Small Talk: 7 Keys to Understanding German Business CultureHappy About, 2010

	Many business leaders, when they begin to work overseas or interact professionally with teams abroad, are surprised by how much they thought they knew about the other culture, but how little it counts for on the ground. The reality is that communication is multi-dimensional, and simply knowing a foreign language doesn't mean one...
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International Marketing Strategy: The Country of Origin Effect on Decision-Making in Practice (International Series in Advanced Management Studies)Springer, 2019

	
		Consumers in most parts of the world now have global access to products beyond those offered in their countries and cultures. This new space for comparison defined by globalization can result in very different purchasing behaviors, including those influenced by the 'country of origin'. This book investigates this effect, one of...
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Currency Trading For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2007
Features forex market guidelines and sample trading plans
    The fun and easy way® to get started in currency trading    

    Want to capitalize on the growing forex market? This nuts-and-bolts guide gives you a step-by-step action plan for understanding and trading the forex market. It offers...
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Encyclopedia of the Persian Gulf WarABC Clio, 1995
Because the 1991 War for Kuwait (erroneously dubbed the Gulf War) ended too quickly, it will probably never receive the scholarly attention that other conflicts garner. The politics of the Gulf is too complex, perhaps even too foreign, for most observers, and the reasons for our intervention too pragmatic to deserve the kind of attention that...
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Political Self-Sacrifice: Agency, Body and Emotion in International Relations (Cambridge Studies in International Relations)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Over the last decade the increasing phenomenon of suicide terrorism has raised questions about how it might be rational for individuals to engage in such acts. This book examines a range of different forms of political self-sacrifice, including hunger strikes, self-burning and non-violent martyrdom, all of which have taken place in resistance...
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Iridium Complexes in Organic SynthesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Ranging from mechanistic studies to industrial applications, this handbook is the first to comprehensively explores the topic of iridium in organic synthesis. The important advances in iridium mediated reactions namely hydrogenation, hydroamination, hydroboration, C-C bond formation, carbonylation and cycloaddition are discussed. The book...
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Coherent Behavior in Neuronal Networks (Springer Series in Computational Neuroscience)Springer, 2009
Recent experimental research advances have led to increasingly detailed descriptions of how networks of interacting neurons process information. With these developments, it has become clear that dynamic network behaviors underlie information processing, and that the observed activity patterns cannot be fully explained by simple concepts such as...
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The Ed Ponsi Forex Playbook: Strategies and Trade Set-Ups (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A practical guide to trading the foreign exchange market


	The Ed Ponsi Forex Playbook offers a visual approach to learning specific trading strategies and identifying profitable trading opportunities in the Forex arena. Page by page, it skillfully describes strategies for long-term trading, swing trading, and day...
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Paradiplomacy in Action: The Foreign Relations of Subnational Governments (Routledge Series in Federal Studies)Routledge, 1999

	The international activities of regions have attracted considerable political

	and scholarly attention in recent years. This has perhaps been most notable

	in Europe, where the protagonism of regions within the EU and the alliances

	among regions have generated a substantial literature, but the phenomenon

	has also marked federal...
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